PART ONE. AN INTRODUCTORY LEXICAL AND GRAMMATICAL COURSE

Nouns in the Singular. Questions: Кто это? Что это?
The Present Tense of the Verb
1st Conjugation
2nd Conjugation
Question: Как?
Question: Когда?
Question: Что делает?
Revision Exercises
The Gender of Nouns
The Possessive Pronouns мой, твой, наш, ваш
The Past Tense of the Verb
The Future Tense of the Verb
Nouns in the Plural
The Possessive Pronouns его, её, их
The Genitive Expressing Possession
The Construction У меня (у тебя...) есть
The Present Tense
The Past Tense
The Future Tense
Questions: Какой? Какая? Какое? Какие?
The Demonstrative Pronouns этот, эта, это, эти
Adjectives
Adjectives with the Stem Terminating in a Hard Consonant
Adjectives with the Stem Terminating in a Soft Consonant
Adjectives with the Stem Terminating in г, к, х
Adjectives with the Stem Terminating in ж, ш, ч,щ
The Adjective and the Adverb. The Questions Какой? and Как?
The General Concept of Verb Aspects
The Verbs хотеть, любить, мочь and the Short-Form Adjective должен with an Infinitive
Verbs with the Particle -ся. The Verbs учить (что?) and учиться (где?)

PART TWO. THE MAIN COURSE

The Uses of the Cases The Prepositional Case
The Prepositional Denoting the Place of an Action
Nouns in the Prepositional Singular with the Prepositions в and на
The Prepositional with the Preposition о (об, обо) Denoting the Object of Speech or Thought
Personal Pronouns in the Prepositional
Adjectives in the Prepositional Singular
Possessive Pronouns in the Prepositional
The Possessive Pronoun свой в the Prepositional
Nouns and Adjectives in the Prepositional Plural
The Prepositional Denoting Time
The Accusative Case
The Accusative Denoting an Object Acted Upon
Inanimate Nouns in the Accusative Singular
Animate Nouns in the Accusative Singular
Personal Pronouns in the Accusative
Adjectives and Possessive Pronouns in the Accusative Singular
Nouns in the Accusative Plural
Adjectives and Possessive Pronouns in the Accusative Plural
The Accusative with the Verbs of Motion
The Accusative with the Verbs класть - положить, ставить - поставить, вещать - повесить
The Accusative Denoting Time
The Dative Case
The Dative Denoting the Recipient
Nouns in the Dative Singular
Personal Pronouns in the Dative
Adjectives and Possessive Pronouns in the Dative Singular
Nouns in the Dative Plural
Adjectives and Possessive Pronouns in the Dative Plural
The Dative with the Verb нравиться-понравиться
The Dative Denoting Age
The Dative in Impersonal Sentences
The Dative with the Preposition к
The Dative with the Preposition по
The Genitive Case
The Genitive in Negative Sentences with the Words нет, не'было, не будет
Nouns in the Genitive Singular
Personal Pronouns in the Genitive
Adjectives and Possessive Pronouns in the Genitive Singular
Nouns in the Genitive Plural
Adjectives and Possessive Pronouns in the Genitive Plural
The Genitive with the Numerals два (две), три, четыре
Nouns in the Genitive Singular
The Genitive with the Words много, мало, сколько, несколько, немного
and Cardinal Numerals
Adjectives and Possessive Pronouns in the Genitive Plural
The Genitive Denoting Possession
The Adnominal Genitive
The Genitive with the Comparative Degree
The Genitive Denoting Dates
The Genitive Denoting Time
The Genitive with the Prepositions из and с Denoting Direction
The Genitive with the Preposition у
The Genitive with the Prepositions недалеко от, около, напротив, от ... до
The Instrumental Case
Nouns in the Instrumental Singular
The Instrumental Denoting Joint Action
Personal Pronouns in the Instrumental
Adjectives and Possessive Pronouns in the Instrumental Singular
Nouns, Adjectives and Possessive Pronouns in the Instrumental Plural
The Instrumental in the Compound Predicate after the Verbs быть and стать
The Instrumental with the Verbs интересоваться и заниматься, and the Short-Form Adjective доволен
The Instrumental with the Prepositions над, под, перед, за, рядом с Denoting Place...
The Instrumental in Passive Constructions
The Instrumental Denoting the Instrument of Action
The Instrumental with Prepositions Used in Various Meanings
Revision Exercises
The Verb
Verbs of Motion
Unprefixed Verbs of Motion and the Verbs пойти and поехать
The Verb идти. The Present Tense
The Verb ходить. The Past Tense
The Verb пойти. The Future Tense
The Verbехать. The Present Tense
The Verb ездить. The Past Tense
The Verb пой'хать. The Future Tense
The Verbs идти-ходить
The Verbs ехать - ездить
The Verbs нести - носить, везти - возить
Prefixed Verbs of Motion
The Prefix по-
The Prefixes при- and у-
The Prefixes в- (во-) and вы-
The Prefixes под- (подо-) and от- (ото-)
The Prefix do-
The Prefixes про-, пере-, за-

Revision Exercises
Verbs with the Particle -ся
Verbs with Passive Meaning
Verbs with Middle Reflexive Meaning
Verbs with the Meaning of Reciprocal Action
Verbs with Proper Reflexive Meaning

Revision Exercises
Verb Aspects
Principal Meanings of Perfective and Imperfective Verbs
The Use of the Imperfective Aspect after the Verbs начинать - начать,
продолжать - продолжить, кончать - кончить
The Use of Imperfective and Perfective Verbs in the Future Tense
The Use of the Aspect Pairs of Some Verbs
The Use of the Verbs видеть-увидеть, слышать-услышать, знать-знать
Perfective Verbs with the Prefixes по- and за-

Revision Exercises
Complex Sentences
Complex Sentences Containing the Conjunctions and Conjunctive Words кто, что,
какой, как, когда, где, куда, откуда, почему, зачем, сколько
Complex Sentences Containing the Conjunctions потому что и поэтому
Complex Sentences Containing the Conjunctions если, если бы
Complex Sentences Containing the Conjunction чтобы
Complex Sentences Containing the Conjunction хотя
Complex Sentences Containing the Correlative Words тот, то
Complex Sentences Containing the Conjunctive Word который

Direct and Indirect Speech
Direct Speech in the Form of a Statement
Direct Speech in the Form of a Question with a Question Word
Direct Speech in the Form of a Question without a Question Word
4. Direct Speech in the Form of an Injunction with the Predicate in the Imperative Mood

Revision Exercises
Sentences Containing Participial and Verbal Adverb Constructions
The Participle
Active Participles
The Formation of Active Participles
The Present Tense ;
The Past Tense
Passive Participles
The Formation of Passive Participles
The Past Tense
The Present Tense
Short-Form Passive Participles
Long-Form and Short-Form Participles
The Verbal Adverb
Imperfective Verbal Adverbs